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What may sound first as a paradox (global warming...), points out to an interesting correlation: 

Could it be possible that the globe directly reacts onto the coldness in many fields of our societal life, 

f.i. in the world of work, in our economies, in our relation with animals/plants/nature? 

That it over-reacts with feaver?

Workshop content: The City will be our studio. In the urban context we decode locations, situtions, struc-

tures, behaviours we consider as cold – in a direct or metaphoric sense. It may concern the field of architec-

ture (lost or failed places), the field of (non-)communication of people, it could be a structure of order we 

consider obstrucive, etc. 

We will react by means of art onto these situations and see if we can change them towards a character of 

warmth again. If only in a small and sketchy step first...
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Soft explosionLing Zong Ting | Rebeden Hao





Taiwan 淡⽔水
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Share the Light



Share the Light
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Future



Back to back         Chenzy



I will share the warmth of my own body with the people in then City, standing back to back



B A C K - T O - B A C K  P R O J E C T  



 

I  thought  it  will  be  simple  to  interact  with  people 



 

But  I  forgot  that  people  may  think  me  as  a  salesman 

















Fishing without a hook                   Yun-Xuan | Yang-Ning



Fishing without a hook in the City.

This art piece is about sitting silent. Instead of waiting for some outer benefit to come, the fish,

it is am oppertunity to ‘fish inside oneself’. 

Here we suggest kind of a reverse economy apart from the ‘how much can I get’ – a turn to inner 

economy for some time.

We asked people to share one sentence with us, a thought, an idea they had during their fishing.















Xinsheng S. Rd pedestrian bridge







People’s voice                              Chen Yi Chen



I went to the City to ask people to make a sound for me – a tone, a noise

and I recorded all of them.

I collected about 30 tones and edited them so that the all would be heard at the same time.

In a second version I tried to put rhythm and structure in it.
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Public – private            Chenny Wu | Pop Sha Chiu
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Chenny Wu+ Popsha Chiu 
30. Nov. 2014 ,Taipei  

Public+private
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+ tree             Chen Shu-Chian













32 letters                    Peggy



It	  is	  only	  when	  we	  get	  rid	  of	  our	  prejudices	  and	  
begin	  to	  get	  to	  know	  each	  other,	  that	  we	  can	  
discover	  what	  is	  beau7ful	  around	  us. 

Peggy Kuo  

















7th Letter 
Indonesia 
 
SELAMAT Datang di taiwan 
Buat BMI yang ada di taiwan 
semoga slhat sclalu Baik - baik  
 Kerja. 
ciayoo 
Susan 
	  
哈囉 歡迎來到台灣 
我在台灣BMI 希望能好好工作 
Ciayoo 
Susan 



11    Taiwanese
18    Indonesians
 1     Philippines
 1     Vietnamese
 1     Chinese 



Take and give                  Alex Lin |  Hao Nin



Take	  &	  Give	  

Alex	  Lin	  	  	  	  |	  	  	  Hao	  Ning



“we	  had	  transformed	  a	  commercial	  
message	  into	  a	  well-‐know	  icon	  ,	  or,	  we	  

changed	  the	  thing	  people	  usually	  rejected	  
into	  the	  thing	  more	  acceptable”	  

















Couch on the street                            E Ting Tsai 



I would like to let the pedestrians enjoy the time in 
this street living room. 
!
I hope to transfer this private personal experience 
into a relationship of watching and being 
watched .













The blankets                             Yalan Yiue















After the elections I collected the advertisement flags with hollow slogans and hollow politicians’ faces on 
them. I wanted to make blankets and pillows out of their fabric-material and give it to the homeless people 
who would stay outdoor at night aroung Lungshan Temple. 

So that finally the slogans would at least make some practical sense.

After my preparation I went to the square, but I could not finish my idea. 
Would I be misusing the homeless people for my piece of art?
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